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PLANT UTILITIES AND MAINTENA].ICE

[Maximum Marks: 100] [Time: 3 Hours]

PART _ A
[Maximum Marks : 10]

Marks

I. Answer the following question in one or two sentences. Each question carries two marks

1. Define dew point

2. Define boiler draught

3. List the ttuee types of maintenance

4. What is plot plan

5. List minimum four boiler accessories (5x2 : 10)

PART _ B

[Maximum Marks : 30]

II. Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries six marks.

1. Define humidity, molal humidity and relative humidity

2. Explain the working of natural draught cooling (atmospheric circular type) towers

3. Draw with neat sketch of steam stop valve and mark its parts

4. Explain forced darught

5. List the methods of cleaning tubular equipment

6. Write the procedure for starting of centrifugal pump

7. Write short notes on chemical plant roofs (5x6=30)

PART _ C

[Maximum Marks : 60]
Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks

UNIT - I

IIL a) Differentiate between dry bulb and wet bulb temperature (7)

b) A solvent recovery system delivers a gas saturated with benzene vapour, '*'hich
analysis on benzene free basis of CO- I 5Yo, Ot -4%. Nz -81%. The gas is 20" C and

750 mm Hg. It is compressed to five times its original presslue and cooled to original
temperature after compression. What is the % recover). of benzene.

Vapour pressure of benzene at20" C is 75 mm Hg. (8)
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OR

IV. a) Write short notes on hurnidification opcrations (7)
b) A rnixture ofnitrogen and acetone vapour at 800 mm Hg total pressure and
25"C temperature as a percentage saturation of80% at 25'C. The vapour pressure
of acetone is 500 mm Hg. Calculate the absolute molal humidity, absolute hunridity,
partial pressure ofacetone and relative humidity. (8)

UNIT .II

V. a) Distinguish between fire tube boilcr and water tube boiler
b) Define boiler accessories and explain the working ofair pre-heater with

neat sketch

OR

VI. a) Describe balanced draught (5)
b) Explair the working of Babcock and Wilcox boiler with neat sketch (10)

LINIT _ III

VII. a) Explain high pressure vessels inspections. (7)
b) Explain ultra sonic test for pressure vessels (8)

OR

VIU. a) describe the mechanical cleaning method of towers and columns (7)
b) Explain the common causes and troubles and remedial action in reciprocating

compressor (8)

UNIT_IV

IX. a) Explain the factors to be considered in the preparation of plan layout (7)
b) Draw the plan layout for any chemical plant (8)

OR

X. a) Explain the advantages ofmultistoried construction over single storied
construction (7')

b) Write short note on chemical plant rooli; and floorings (8)

(7)

(8)
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